Deploying APIs to a Ruckus Smartzone Controller
This document is to help in the use and deployment of API call to a Ruckus Smartzone 3.4 Controller.
The below link is a reference to the locations we will be using as well as a host of other API calls you will
ever need. In the location, the first part is a version folder location. This is specific to versions of
Smartzone. Here is an example:
Smartzone version 3.2 - /v3_0
Smartzone version 3.4 - /v4_0

Smartzone API Reference 3.4:
http://docs.ruckuswireless.com/vscg-enterprise/vsz-e-public-api-reference-guide-3-4.html

To deploy API commands to a Smartzone controller, there are several ways to accomplish this. For this
demonstration, we will be using Postman by Google.
First, you will need to download and install Postman:
https://www.getpostman.com/
Once you have Postman installed, create a new Collection. This is where we will keep our API Calls.
Create a Collection:

Create an Environment:
Select the Gear and Manage Environments:

Select Add:

Give the Environment a Name and Select Add:

Inside the Environment is where we will define variables for you API calls. The Key will be the variable
name and the Value will be the value for the Key.

You will need to add two header values to every API you create. Below is an explanation and the values.

Create a Login Session API Call:
Select POST and add the destination to the controller and the location for this call. I have used a variable
for the destination. Here is a break down:
{{LabvSz}} - https://{host}:7443/api/public (Where {host} is the IP Address or Hostname of your
controller). If you use the {{LabvSz}}, this is a variable created in your environment.
/v4_0/session is the location.
Under the Headers Tab, add the two fields for all your API Calls:
Content-Type - application/json;charset=UTF-8
Cookie - JSESSIONID={JSESSIONID}

Headers Tab

Under the Body Tab, you need to add the username and password to login to the controller. You will use
the raw format and it must be formatted exactly as below. The apiVersion can be left to the default and
the timeZoneUtcOffset is the time zone of the controller.
Body Tab

When you are done, select the down arrow next to Save to do Save As.

Save the API to the Collection
Name you created earlier.

Retrieve the System Summary API:
Now we are going to create an API to Retrieve the System Summary.
For this call Use GET and add the destination URL plus the location (/v4_0/controller). Remember to add
the header information as above and Save AS when you are done.

To execute this call, select the send button.

Below is a Sample Output:

Retrieve AP List API:
Now we are going to create an API to retrieve a list of APs from the controller.
For this call Use GET and add the destination URL plus the location (/v4_0/aps). Remember to add the
header information as above and Save AS when you are done. Below is the command and sample
output.

AP MAC

In this example, we received a list of APs from the controller. I only have one AP. From here we can get
the MAC Address of the AP to use in the next API.

Retrieve AP Information API:
Now we are going to create an API to retrieve information about a specific AP from the controller.
For this call Use GET and add the destination URL plus the location (/v4_0/aps/{apMac}). For this
example, we need the AP MAC Address from the last example to replace {apMac}. Remember to add the
header information as above and Save AS when you are done. Below is the command and sample
output.

AP MAC

Retrieve AP Zones API:
Now we are going to create an API to retrieve a list of AP Zones from the controller.
For this call Use GET and add the destination URL plus the location (/v4_0/rkszones). Remember to add
the header information as above and Save AS when you are done. Below is the command and sample
output.

Default Zone ID

We will use the “Default Zone” ID to perform the next API.

Create WLAN Group API:
Now we are going to create an API to create a WLAN Group on the controller.
For this call Use POST and add the destination URL plus the location
(/v4_0/rkszones/{zoneId}/wlangroups). Remember to add the header information as above. Here we
will also have to add information to the Body Tab. The body tab has the name of the WLAN Group we
want to create and the Description. This is input in the raw format. Refer to the API Guide for more
details. Be sure to Save AS when you are done. Below is the command and sample output.

Zone ID from
previous example

Body Tab

Input must be formatted
exactly as above

When you execute this command with the Send Button, you will see the following:

ID for new WLAN Group

Delete WLAN Group API:
Now we are going to create an API to delete a WLAN Group on the controller.
For this call Use DELETE and add the destination URL plus the location
(/v4_0/rkszones/{zoneId}/wlangroups/{id}). We will use the zone ID from the previous example and the
ID of the WLAN Group we want to delete. This can be found from a retrieve WLAN List API. Remember
to add the header information as above and Save AS when you are done.
Below is the output from the Retrieve WLAN Group List: Total Count is 2 for my example.

ID of the WLAN Group to
delete

Below is the command and sample output.

ID of the WLAN Group to
delete

Now we run the WLAN Group Retrieve API again and the group has been deleted. Total Count is now
one.

Create a Logout API:
When you are finished, we need to logout of the controller. For this call Use DELETE and add the
destination URL plus the location (/v4_0/session). Remember to add the header information as above
and Save AS when you are done.

This is only the beginning of the APIs you can create. Please refer to the API Guide for reference.

